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This month is..,
MEMBER'S NIGHT!!!
Meagan Cook

"Dem Bones, Dem Bones, Dem Dry Bones".

Carl Murphy

Shelter From the Cold: Springwells Phase Settlement Data From
the Sherman Site.

Neal Ferris

Sun, Sand, Snow and Sleet: Rescue Archaeology in Canada's "Sun
Parlour".

Yes, once again members can sit back and listen to the stories and research of
several of their own, during this annual feature of Speaker's Night. Meeting time on
Thursday, April 14th is the usual (8 PM); as is the place (Museum of Indian
Archaeology), See you there.
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EXECUTIVE REPORT
1988 continues to move ahead at a slow, comfortable pace. Members from the
executive are currently working on several items. First, Meagan and Pat are in the
process of contacting various photocopier companies to explore the possibility of leasing
a copier expressly for Chapter activities. Hopefully a reduced rate might be available.
Pat is also searching for a venue to hold this year's summer picnic. As our last issue of
KEWA before the summer break will be the next one, we hope to announce a place and
time for this annual favourite next month. Neal and George are presently reviewing
Chapter expenses for the last couple of years, and plan to bring forth guidelines on the
proper use of Chapter funds. As mentioned last issue, our financial success of the last
two years has led to an unacceptable level of spending, and Neal and George will be
coming up with spending ceilings for all categories of Chapter expenses. Membership
approval for these guidelines will be sought before such guidelines are passed.
Oneida licence reports are slowly being distributed to individuals and institutions
across the province. Copies of the volume have been distributed to the Oneida Band
Council, and will be also distributed to Oneida Community schools and libraries, as well
as the Oneida Band Sesquicentennial Committee. On behalf of the Oneida Community,
Band Heritage Manager Paul Antone has formally extended thanks to the Chapter and
members who participated on the 1985 project.
In other news, London Initiatives Chairman Mike Gibbs reports that a motion from
the London LACAC regarding archaeological impact assessment of proposed development
in the City of London has been passed on to the City's Planning Department, and they
in turn have approved the recommendation and have passed it on to the next City
Council meeting. If passed, the City will be required to implement conditions on draft
plans of development which may impact archaeological resources. A full discussion of
these events in City Hall will be presented in an upcoming newsletter by Mike Gibbs. In
the meanwhile, Mike should be commended for the effort he has put in getting the
recommendation put together and accepted in LACAC, then walking it through City
Council. Good Luck at the next Council meeting Mike! Finally, Treasurer George
Connoy will be out of commission for the next few months, as he heads off to St.
Joseph's hospital to undergo surgery on a weak knee. George will be at the hospital for
about ten days in early April; anyone wanting to say hello to George can contact an
executive member to find out what room he's in. Have fun, George! While George is
sidelined, Chapter member Wayne Hagerty has agreed to fill-in as a sort of Treas-Temp.

Founders' Meeting for the Association of Professional

Archaeologists

The first public meeting of the newly formed Association of Professional
Archaeologists will be held Sunday, April 24, 1988 at the Heritage Room, Ontario
Heritage Centre, from 1-5 PM. The Heritage Centre is at 10 Adelaide St. east, Toronto.
All interested archaeologists are invited to attend. $5.00 donations at the door will
assist in covering expenses.
The Association is formed to provide professional representation to archaeologists,
encourage high standards of research, and promote awareness of heritage resources. The
first business meeting of the Association will be held in conjunction with the 14th
Annual Ontario Archaeological Society Symposium in Toronto, October 22-23, 1988 time and place to be announced.

SOCIAL REPORT
Chapter Lab Nights have almost run their course. Our last Lab Night of the
season will be held on May 5th. Until then there is still plenty of opportunity for
anyone interested to come out and help work on site collections from the Chapter's
excavations at the Van Bemmel Site this past summer. As always, conversation and
company is informal, so why not drop over, meet a few Chapter members, and help
process some artifacts?
Speaking of the Van Bemmel site, this is an early reminder to members that
excavations will commence on the site once again in April, and will continue on through
most of the summer and fall. The Chapter is now officially licenced for 1988, so anyone
interested in coming out and working on the site (transportation is provided from the
London area), should contact Neal Ferris. Work in Apirl and May will include expanding
the excavation area begun last year, and conducting a controlled surface pickup of all 8
site areas on the knoll. Finally, as mentioned above, Chapter Director Pat Weatherhead
is arranging our Chapter Summer Picnic even as you read this! In light of fiscal
restraint, this year's event will be held at a locale where costs to the Chapter can be
kept to a minimum. Nevertheless, fun, food and frolicing will still be the order of the
day! See next month's newsletter for place and time.
TREASURER'S NOTE
While this does not normally occur in KEWA, it was felt that a few explanitory
notes from the Chapter Treasurer was warranted this year, in order to explain some of
the changes you will note in our financial statement for 1987. As you can easily see,
both monies taken in and expenses paid out were significantly high in 1987. Also, the
process of paying for newsletter production, office expenses, and other activities
changed in 1987, and is the main reason for the substantial increase in the Petty Cash
expense category. Payments for printing Occasional Publications //I and 2, as well as
monies for Occasional Publication #5 (Prehistory of Southern Ontario), along with
monies for the Van Bemmel project have added to our annual expenses. Hopefully, these
expenses will be less in the upcoming year, due to tighter control on spending. Also,
with the production of the Prehistory of Southern Ontario volume (whose costs will
hopefully be offset by a publication grant), we should experience a modest increase in
publication profits near the end of 1988, and this should also extend in 1989.
EDITOR'S NOTE
Following the treasurer's statement, this month we have a short article from
Chapter member Ron Williamson. The impetus for excavating the Cashbrown site came
about after Ron's archaeological consulting firm (Archaeological Services Inc.)
discovered the site during an assessment of the property, which was a requirement the
developer had to undertake prior to building a subdivision on the lands. Small, single
purpose camp sites like Cashbrown are not often excavated in Ontario. However, due to
the increasing amount of archaeological assessment associated with subdivision review
occurring in municipalities like Waterloo, these sites, when found, have to be mitigated
before development destroys them. While the primary motive for this type of archaeology is the developer's desire to fulfill provincial regulations under the Planning Act,
a beneficial side-effect is that the archaeological community is finding out a great deal
about a whole host of new and important discoveries. Reports like the one here are the
end result of this type of archaeology.

STATEMENT OF INCOME AND EXPENSES
FOR THE LONDON CHAPTER, ONTARIO ARCHAEOLOGICAL SOCIETY,
FOR THE YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 1987
Balance on Hand, January 1, 1987

(83.29) 6,532.27

RECEIPTS
Memberships:
1,794.10
Premium on U.S. Funds:
141.26
Publication Sales:
2,022.63
(OCP & KEWA back issues)
Bank Interest:
591.96
SEED Grant:
912.00
(final installment)
O.H.A.R.T.
8,108.00
(final installment)
Total:

$13,569.95 (22,128.16)

20,102.95

DISBURSEMENTS
Occasional Publications:
KEWA
Office Sup./Administration:
Social Events
Speaker Nights
Projects '
Lab Nights
O.H.A.R.T.
Provincial Memberships
Petty Cash

Cheques
3,779.19
112.84
1,060.85
nil
8.41
835.69
nil
2,416.88
477.00
2,546.00

Petty Cash
214.28
1,229.47
228.43
238.81
91.38
87.39
43.00
38.52
nil
374.72 remaining

TOTAL:

$11,236.86

$2,546.00

DISBURSEMENTS:
BALANCE ON H A N D AS OF DECEMBER 31, 1987:

$11,236.86 (15,679.18)
$8,865.36 ( 6,532.27)
$20,012.22 (22,211.45)

Note: figures listed in brackets are 1986 figures, listed for comparison
REPORT SUBMITTED BY:

George Connoy
Treasurer
London Chapter, OAS

Statement Submitted to the London Chapter Executive March 3, 1988
Statement Approved by the London Chapter Executive March 24, 1988

Total Dis.
3,993.47
1,342.31
1,289.28
238.81
91.38
923.08
43.00
2,455.40
477.00
374.72
$11236.86

REPORT ON ARCHAEOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS OF THE CASHBROWN SITE
(AiHd-42), LINCOLN VILLAGE SUBDIVISION, WATERLOO
Ron Williamson
Introduction
Our consulting firm (Archaeological Services Inc.) was contracted by the company
of Dryden, Smith and Head Ltd. of Kitchener, Ontario to conduct an archaeological
resource assessment on property located within the City of Waterloo, slated for
development (Figure 1). The survey was conducted during May of 1986. This resulted in
the recovery and documentation of four isolated prehistoric artifact findspots, and an
Early Woodland site (AiHd-42), delineated on the basis of a discrete surface scatter of
eight lithic artifacts, six of which were biface fragments.
This material was found to be scattered over a two hundred and twenty five
square meter area, on a small ridge overlooking swampy lowlands associated with the
south branch of Colonial Creek. All of the artifacts were manufactured from Onondaga
chert, and were finely made in a style consistent with the Early Woodland Meadowood
phase (ca. 800 B.C.). Due to the quantity and nature of the recovered material and the
size of the site, we recommended that it be excavated to search for evidence of
subsurface cultural activity and to recover additional artifacts from the topsoil.
Excavation Methodology and Results
We returned to the site in the fall of 1986, and first conducted an intensive,
systematic surface collection prior to excavations. The location of these surfacecollected materials can be seen in Figure 2. The excavation strategy was to explore the
area of surface scatter and to define site limits utilizing one meter square test units.
Two perpendicular 1 meter wide and 12 meter long test trenches were placed across the
centre of the site as defined by surface scatter. Each test unit was excavated to
subsoil and plough zone sifted through 1/4 inch mesh. Subsoil surface for each square

was then troweled to detect the presence of subsurface staining or further cultural
material. Immediately adjacent units were then excavated on the north half of the
north-south trench since this area provided a more consistent yield of recovered items
in the plough zone, and had evidence of subsurface features. Fourteen additional
adjacent units were also excavated in this area at the suggestion of Mr. Ian Kenyon of
the Ministry of Culture and Communications, resulting in the recovery of three
artifacts. Incidentally, the excavation of each unit also involved the harvest of
approximately ten potatoes, hence the name of the site.
In total, 50 one-meter square units were excavated and 20 cache blades/fragments
were recovered by screening plough zone soils (Figure 2). Moreover, four subsurface
cultural features were recorded as well as three post moulds.
The three most southern features found were all small, shallow, sterile and topsoil
filled with some subsoil mottling. They were characterized by simple and regular basin
profiles, with depths of 8 to 10 cm. However, the larger northernmost feature was a
well-defined hearth complex measuring 130 cm long, 105 cm wide at its maximum
breadth, and 12 cm in depth (Figure 3). The feature was predominantly light grey
topsoil-filled, with subsoil lenses and subsoil and fired soil mottling, although a
homogeneous black topsoil layer and a shallow homogeneous layer of fired soil were also
recorded. All of the fired soil and approximately 14 liters of additional pit fill were
subjected to a variation of the double bucket flotation method (Shock 1971). No
carbonized plant remains were recovered with the exception of charred wood fragments
too small to identify to species. Although the remaining feature soil was screened
through 1/4 inch mesh, no additional artifacts were recovered. Three black, topsoilfilled post moulds were also documented near the feature (Figure 2).
As lenses of fired soil were noted in the topsoil directly above the hearth
complex, it is possible that the upper portion of the feature was disturbed by plough
action. It is also possible and perhaps likely that the recovered surface-collected and
plough zone materials originated from a cache within that feature. A median centre for
the site (Figure 2) was calculated for the y and x grid axes as an effective measure of
the centre of the surface and provenienced scatter, since the median is resistant to
outliers in both directions. The dotted line in Figure 2 represents the area of artifact
distribution within which 50% of the artifacts were recovered. Moreover, the median
center is located within a meter of the hearth complex. Finally, the only artifact mends
recorded link artifacts found in units H5 and H10 with surface fragments; the piece
from H13 with one of those from G14; and the piece from F14 to the one from 111. All
this evidence argues for a common origin of the recovered material - in a cache
associated with the hearth complex. Such caches of Meadowood blades are not
uncommon in the archaeological literature of New York and southern Ontario (Granger
1981; Fox 1981, 1984).
Artifact Analysis
Table 1 presents a catalogue of the artifacts recovered from both surface and
test unit proveniences. Nine complete cache blades (Plate 1: a-i); 19 cache blade
fragments (Plate 1: j-p; u-x); one projectile point base; one biface/scraper (Plate 1: q);
and five flakes were found within the site limits. The lack of chipping debris from the
site suggests that the artifacts were made elsewhere and later deposited on the site. As
well, included in the catalogue are a serrated projectile point (Plate 1: r); a drill tip
(Plate 1: t); a bif ace/drill (Plate 1: s); a bif ace/end scraper; a bif ace fragment; and a
primary flake fragment, all recovered 50 meters south of the site on a prominent ridge
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TABLE 1:
CASHBROWN SITE (AiHd-42)

or terrace. These materials all likely relate to the site occupation and were not
assigned separate Borden designations.
As with other Meadowood caches, the bifaces from Cashbrown are similar in size
and appearance, with minimal variation. They are thin with unground edges and their
margins are centered with few exceptions. A number of partial and entire margins are
pressure flaked, as are many bases. While several flakes were utilized, only two of the
blades would appear to have been used. One blade fragment (Plate 1: e) exhibits a
spokeshave on one of its lateral margins, while another (Plate 1: a) would appear to be
retouched along the basal margin producing an end scraping surface. In addition, another
blade was reworked into a crescentic side scraper (Plate 1: q).
Table 2 provides summary statistics for cache blade measurements in those cases
where observations could be reliably made. Length and width measurements were made
parallel or perpendicular to the axis of each blade, independent of any basal asymmetry,
and are considered measurements of total length and width including base elements. The
fourth measurement was an indicator of basal concavity or convexity. If a base was
concave, the perpendicular distance from the projected base to the actual base was
recorded as a minus value. The opposite was done for convex bases. The fifth
measurement recorded maximum basal asymmetry, calculated as the distance from the
upper to lower shoulder or base, measured parallel to the longitudinal axis.
Blade lengths and widths are illustrated in Figures 4 and 5. Despite small samples,
their relatively normal distributions suggest blade collections that centered on an ideal
length and width. In both cases, the mode, median and mean coincide. Artifact outliers
in length and width are, in fact, different artifacts. Forty-eight percent (n=14) of
those blade and blade fragments where thickness could be reliably measured were 5 mm
thick, while 31% of the blades (n=9) were 6 mm thick, and the remaining were 7 mm
thick. Finally, in terms of base and blade form: no bases were concave, 3 were straight,
and the remainder were slightly convex, while asymmetrical blade forms predominated
on all but two of the specimens.
Comparative Artifact Analysis
Table 3 provides comparative summary statistics for the measurements taken from
the Cashbrown collection, and for several other Meadowood caches in southern Ontario
(see Fox 1984 for site locations). Figure 6 also illustrates means and standard deviations
for lengths and widths from the various assemblages (Fox 1981, 1984). The following
discussion should be treated with caution because of the untested appropriateness of
analysing what are likely {in some cases) only partial samples from caches, but assuming
that they are representative. Also there is a problem inherent to any explanation of
attribute frequencies or values in terms of spatial or temporal distribution (Granger
1981), when there is no reference to the symbolic/structural context of the artifact.
Indeed, the following suggests that certain interactions of attributes may correlate with
the skill of knappers and/or subtle differences in reduction activities. The reasons for
differences may be strictly technological in origin, or they may be intended in a
symbolic/informational sense to other members of the society.
Figure 6 clearly indicates that the collection from Nanticoke is markedly different
from other assemblages examined. Notwithstanding sample size and structure (Fox 1981),
Nanticoke blades are much longer. Concomitantly, blade widths are unusual, although
slight, in respect to the correlation between length and width. Generally (as reflected
in the Boyd, Hoover, and Liahn caches), increasing length correlates with increasing
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width. However, the Nanticoke blades appear to have been crafted with greater control
on width, or perhaps indicate a less skilled craftsman who experienced thinning
problems, as evidenced by a reduction in width perhaps more than was intended.
Alternatively, Fox (1984:8) has suggested in his analysis of Ontario Meadowood caches
that the somewhat longer blades of the Liahn cache reflect temporal, rather than
spatial, divergence from the "Ontario Meadowood norm". This would appear reasonable
given the absence of ceramics at the Liahn site (Williamson 1978, 1980), although, on
the one hand, the Nanticoke cache is spatially closest to the chert source. This would
suggest that correlations between chert availability and blade size should be carefully
investigated. Moreover, few of the Meadowood caches have been dated for the purposes
of comparative temporal analysis.
With the exception of the Nanticoke and Boyd collections, and to a lesser extent
Liahn, there is a fairly tight clustering among the assemblages. Fox (1984:11) argues
that of Ontario Archaic, arly Woodland, and Middle Woodland bifaces caches,
Meadowood blades are the most standardized. Moreover, the use of median and
mid-spread analyses may negate the effect of outliers within a collection, and have
reduced the standard deviations for some of the samples.
Significant deviations in length, with the exception of Cashbrown and Liahn, may
again reflect breakage or difficulty during manufacture. Thus the largest deviations in
length perhaps indicate less standard control and inexperienced craftsmen. In the Boyd
case, however, Fox has demonstrated, employing determinant of covariance matrix
scores for individual features at Boyd, that intra-feature variability, while more in line
with the Meadowood norm, may represent individual knapper contributions to feature
assemblages, or perhaps temporal variance in the order of several centuries (1984:
10-11). The Boyd data therefore should be viewed with caution in respect to
comparative analyses.
For all assemblages, thickness means varied a total of only 1.5 mm. A few
correlations can be noted, such as that Boyd artifacts appear to be the thickest and
shortest. Width to thickness ratios were also calculated for the assemblages (Table 3),
providing a few more observations, such as the Thedford and Liahn caches are the
widest but also the thinnest in relation to width, while the Barber cache was medium
widthed but the thickest in relation to width. Perhaps these observed differences
between assemblages again indicate the amount of edge retouch, or skill, or control of
the individual knapper during the final stages of reduction.
The comparative results of convexity measurements suggest that while other
assemblages are all uniformly slightly convex, Thedford cache blades differ significantly
and are the most convex in basal form. When combined with the fact that these blades
are also the thinnest in relation to width, and the widest, these attributes may be
interpreted as representing an earlier or perhaps unfinished stage of reduction,
especially if straight or concave bases were desired. Moreover, unfinished bifaces are
often more oval in outline and some of the other caches, such as Moerschfelder, are
thicker in relation to width, and are straighter in basal form, perhaps indicating a later,
more pressure flaked product. Alternatively, most of the assemblages are thought to
represent collections of finished products, although Snow (1980) has suggested that
Meadowood blades represent a stored surplus of blanks intended for later conversion to
projectile points (see also Granger 1978).
However, in contradiction to the above line of evidence, the Thedford assemblage
is the most symmetrical. While asymmetry may not relate to the "finishedness" of the
product but rather to the skill of the knapper, Figure 7 demonstrates that symmetry
11
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increases with decreasing thickness to width ratios. This suggests that if symmetry is
the desired objective of the knapper, then the Thedford assemblage may indeed
represent a more finished product.
In light of the preceeding, it is clear that the analyses of these assemblages must
only cautiously explore the relationships between the frequencies or values of single
attributes or attribute clusters with spatial/ethnic, temporal, or technological variation.
At the very least, some macro-regional uniformity across southern Ontario is certainly
evident, although the reasons for that uniformity are less obvious.
Conclusions
The Cashbrown artifacts are likely derived from a single subsurface cache located
with the hearth complex described above. While the Cashbrown bifaces fall within the
ranges for size and form of other contemporaneous Meadowood caches in southwestern
Ontario, an analysis of their metric and non-metric attributes suggest no simplistic
correlations can be made with respect to spatial, temporal, or technological processes.
Concomitantly, however, the macro-regional uniformity of the cache blade suggests
some wide-ranging interaction between discrete regional populations. Whether these
objects represent forms sometimes stored as a surplus of blanks from which a variety of
tools can be produced, such as projectile points or drills (Granger 1978), or whether
they are primarily mortuary items as was originally thought (Ritchie 1969), the cache
blade more than any other Meadowood artifact would appear to be the most useful
diagnostic artifact type of the period and deserving of further detailed research (see
also Granger 1981). Special attention might be focused on the interrelationships between
attribute clusters and long-distance exchange systems which might have important
socio-political implications.
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SNYDERS POINTS
Size: These large bifaces display very high length to
width ratios. Point metrics are: Length = .55-75 mm;
Width = 40-60 mm; Internotch Width = 19-25 mm;
Maximum Thickness = 8-9 mm.
Shape; Distinctive are round corner-notches on an
ovate preform. Snyders points have convex lateral
edges with long, barbed shoulders, and short
expanding stems with a straight or slightly convex
basal edge. Maximum width is just above the stem,
which is often also the area of maximum thickness.
Cross-sections are generally plano-convex, although
biconvex specimens occur.
Flaking; Snyders points are marked by a high degree
of workmanship, rarely seen on contemporaneous,
locally-made Saugeen points. As few as five or six
broad, flat bifacial thinning flakes are removed from
each lateral edge to finish the preform. The corner
notch is produced by removal of one thick, round
flake from the lower corner of each lateral edge.
Marginal pressure retouch is discontinuous on the blade; more extensive retouch is used
to finish the lower barbs and base. Specimens with edge bevelling may be resharpened
points, and limited grinding or rubbing sometimes occurs on the base.
Raw Material; Upper Mercer chert and Flint Ridge chalcedony from Ohio are the
primary materials for Ontario examples, although the point illustrated above from Kent
County (courtesy of Mr. Frank Vink), was manufactured from Onondaga chert.
Distribution; Snyders points or similar variants are occasionally found over much of
southwestern Ontario; however, frequencies appear to increase near Lakes Erie and St.
Clair. Elsewhere, these points are widely distributed throughout the American Midwest
(Montet-White 1968), and Ritchie reports similar forms from New York State (1961:49).
Age and Cultural Affiliation; Snyders points are an early to mid Hopewellian type and
should date towards the end of the first half of the Middle Woodland stage in
southwestern Ontario. According to Montet-White (1968:175), they are commonly found
in Illinois on sites dating between 200 B.C. and A.D. 50.
Comments: Much like the later Vanport points (Fox 1980), Snyders points were probably
manufactured by Hopewellian craftsmen and imported by local Native peoples. Limited
numbers of untyped, but related bifaces (often reaching extravagant lengths and widths),
also entered Ontario in the earlier stages of the Middle Woodland period. The latter
were likely valued status or ceremonial objects, while Snyders points represent a more
utilitarian aspect of this developing north-south interaction.
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